Environmental and chemical policy, and the scope of the company and ISO 14001
certification
Environmental policy
By continuously improving our performance we will minimise our environmental impact on air, soil
and water.


A priority of ours is to optimise the use of resources.



Environmental concerns must be taken into account in the procurement of goods and
services.



We must have relevant key performance indicators that illustrate improvements that are
made by us.



We must always meet legal requirements, adhere to rules and be mindful of our
surroundings.



Through effective recycling and resource management, we shall minimise the environmental
impact arising from our activities.



We must influence, impose requirements on and cooperate with other companies,
authorities and organisations in order to minimise the environmental impact in ports, inland
waters and at sea.



We must engage all employees to create a workplace where the environment is actively
prioritised, and also check that all employees have appropriate and adequate environmental
education.



With the help of an environmental management system, we must systematically follow-up
on and improve our performance and align the company's activities to the environment on
an ongoing basis.

Chemical policy
The shipping company's policy is to maintain safe operations and comply with existing legislation as a
minimum.


HH Ferries Group shall continuously work to protect and conserve the marine environment.



As a minimum, the company shall comply with applicable legal requirements, but it will also
work to continuously reduce its environmental impact by working with employees, suppliers
and customers.



The use of chemicals must be minimised, and the need for a product and the product itself
must be thoroughly reviewed by the supervisor and potentially the safety committee.



The supervisor and working environment representative must regularly check that staff are
using the correct products and the correct proportions, as well as ensuring that safety data
sheet guidelines are being followed.



Procurement of new substances requires special care and must be approved by the shipping
company employee who is responsible for chemicals.



Registration and risk analyses of chemical products is done in Eco-online or SeaHealth by the
employee responsible for chemicals on each respective vessel.

The company and the certification's scope
HH Ferries Group is a group that transports people and vehicles between Helsingør and Helsingborg.
The group is better known as Scandlines Helsingør-Helsingborg amongst customers. The shipping
company has 5 vessels and a terminal in both Denmark and Sweden. The port in Sweden is operated
and owned by the Port of Helsingborg. In Denmark, the port is partly owned by the shipping
company and partly by the Port of Helsingør. The activity must be characterised as resource
intensive, and the group has always set strict safety standards as well as worked to minimise any
negative environmental impacts. See the shipping company's responsibility description in SMS 2.1.0.
The manual for HH Ferries Group's environmental management system is therefore composed
according to the requirements of ISO 14001:2015.
All activities are certified by DNV.

The environmental management system covers the following activities at HH Ferries AB:


M/S Aurora af Helsingborg



M/S Hamlet



M/S Mercandia IV



M/S Mercandia VIII



M/S Tycho Brahe



Office and port in Denmark (buildings and private activity)



Office in Sweden (Sembo and Customs are not included)



Activities in TLC (Traffic management centre)



Activities in Knutpunkten (sale of tickets)



Activities in the port area in Sweden

